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a b s t r a c t 

This paper describes a group of auxetic-inspired material structures that can transform into various 

shapes upon compression. We developed four cellular-based material structure units composed of rigid 

plates and elastic/rotary hinges. Different compositions of these units lead to a variety of tunable shape- 

changing possibilities, such as uniform scaling, shearing, bending and rotating. By tessellating those trans- 

formations together, we can create various higher level transformations for product design. In the paper, 

we first give a geometrical and numerical description of the units’ configuration and their degrees of 

freedom. An interactive simulation tool is developed for users to input designed structures and preview 

the transformation. Finally we present three application prototypes that utilize our proposed structures. 

Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 

Materials are a fundamental part of how we interact with the

world. Recent advances in fabrication technology have enabled a

new field of tunable materials with tailored properties. Recently,

within the domains of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and

Computer Graphics (CG), there has been a growing interest in de-

signing tunable material systems that allow deformable physical

shapes/structures [1–3] . In addition, novel transformation mech-

anisms [4–7] and applying responsive materials [8–10] open up

a wide design space for researchers to prototype shape-changing

materials for design. These works investigate how to integrate en-

ergy sources (heat, air pressure, humidity, etc.) and transformation

mechanisms into an interactive system. 

In this paper, we propose a deformable material mechanism

called KinetiX. We extend an auxetic mechanism to a set of novel

cell configurations that enables multiple deformations. An auxetic

material [11] is a material that exhibits a Negative Poisson’s Ra-

tio (NPR). Unlike conventional materials, when an auxetic material

is stretched (or compressed) in one direction, instead of becoming

thinner (or thicker), it becomes thicker (or thinner) in perpendic-

ular directions. While the majority of the studies of auxetic ma-

terials focus on their mechanical properties and topological vari-

ations [12] , our work proposes a parametric design approach that

gives auxetic structures the ability to deform beyond shrinking or
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: ishii@media.mit.edu (H. Ishii). 
1 The work was conducted when the author studied at MIT. 
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xpanding. To do so, we see the auxetic structure as a paramet-

ic four-bar linkage. By reconfiguring the location and angle of the

inges, each unit acquires a unique transformation, such as uni-

orm scaling, shearing, folding and twisting. We also find the trans-

ormation of those configurations to be parametrically tunable. To

urther assist the design using KinetiX structures, we developed a

hysics-based simulation environment to interactively deform and

review a given design. In addition, we demonstrate several inte-

rations of two or more unit configurations in one structure to cre-

te larger deformable shapes. 

In contrast to previous work [6] , our system enables trans-

ormations beyond 2D shearing. The mechanism exhibits a con-

rolled single degree of freedom (DoF), and therefore can achieve

lobal transformations with local deformation. These mechanisms

re also highly modular, enabling the ability to scale. 

Our contributions are 

• Describing the parameters of an auxetic-inspired structure to

achieve planar and spatial transformations; 
• A simulation environment that predicts the deformations be-

fore fabrication; 
• Three application prototypes to show KinetiX structure inte-

grated in product design. 

The main goal of this research is to demonstrate a set of cell

onfigurations for mechanical deformation design. As auxetic ma-

erials gain increasing interests in computational fabrication, our

ork provides novel cell designs for further studies on deformable

aterials. We also hope our contribution will be useful for future

CI researchers to integrate such mechanisms with sensors and ac-

uators for future interactive systems. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2018.06.003
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/cag
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.cag.2018.06.003&domain=pdf
mailto:ishii@media.mit.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cag.2018.06.003
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Fig. 1. Rotating polygon type auxetic material simplified as a four-bar linkage 

structure. 
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Fig. 2. The design parameters of KinetiX. From the basic unit, a planar and spa- 

tial transformation can be created. Parametrically shifting the position of the hinge 

creates uniform scaling and shearing; rotating the hinge in or out-of-plane creates 

twisting and bending. 
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. Related works 

.1. Metamaterials and auxetic materials 

Auxetics is a group of mechanical metamaterials that exhibits

n NPR. Unlike conventional materials, when a piece of auxetic

aterial is stretched (or compressed) in one direction, instead of

ecoming thinner (or thicker), it becomes thicker (or thinner) in

erpendicular directions. Since the discovery of the first auxetic

aterial, many studies have shown numerous structural designs

f materials that exhibit the auxeticity [13,14] . Studies have also

emonstrated that, beyond possessing an NPR, auxetic materials

xhibit other enhanced mechanical properties such as shear resis-

ance [15] , indentation resistance [16] and fracture toughness [17] . It

lso demonstrates enhanced sound and vibration absorption prop-

rties [18] . Based on these properties, researchers have been ex-

loring applications of auxetic structures for smart valves and fil-

ers; tunable phononic and photonic materials [19] ; etc. Inspired

y these prior works in auxetic structures, our work proposes de-

ign parameters that give auxetic structures the ability to deform

eyond planar shrinking. These new cell configurations also allow

he material to spatially twist and bend parametrically. 

.2. Linkage-based transformation design 

Design of linkage-based structures has a long history in me-

hanical engineering. Previous work [20] shows a linkage structure

an be used to design transformable toys and buildings. Many of

onfigurations similar to this have been widely presented in the

esign practice [21] . Recent work presented a mathematical frame-

ork of a known origami structure, which was used to design a

ransformable material [22] . Inspired by this work, we present a

inkage-based structure that has a set of different deformations

nd is limited to one DoF. 

.3. Programmable materials in CG and HCI 

Recent research in CG and HCI has been investigating how to

igitally manipulate material composition and structures to cre-

te predictable shape-changes or property changes [23–25] . This

ncludes both how to adapt responsive materials in an interac-

ive system [8] , and material composition strategies to create pro-

rammable material transformations [5,6] . While most of the stud-

es focus on layer by layer composites to create desirable trans-

ormations, this work shows that by assembling a hinge structure

nto four configurations, we could achieve various linear and sur-

ace shape-changes. 

. Unit cell transformation 

Among many types of auxetic material structures, the Rotating

olygon [12,14,26] is one of the most popular subjects to study. It

ontains four rectangles that are connected by their vertices. This

onfiguration can be simplified as a four-bar linkage structure as

hown in Fig. 1 . This is where our work started. In this section, we
escribe how our designed mechanism originated from this planar

our-bar linkage, and also show an extended version that enables

lanar and spatial transformations. In general, we can give five pa-

ameters to a hinge on one bar: translations in three axis and rota-

ions in two axis. This work focuses on the translation on the bar

nd the two rotations(see below) to keep the rectangular shape of

 unit. In all four configurations we present here, the hinge pa-

ameters are operated in a symmetrical manner. That is, the pa-

ameters of the hinge on one bar, are duplicated or mirrored to

he other bars. While arbitrarily assigning values to those param-

ters could also create a transformable unit cell, our experiments

re built on the simplified situation. 

.1. Basic 

The basic mechanism of KinetiX material is based on a four-bar

inkage connected by four rotary joints (hinges). By parametrically

lacing four hinges on the four sides of a rigid square unit respec-

ively, we are able to transform the rigid unit in designated ways,

oth planar and spatially ( Fig. 2 ). We explain the geometric as well

s mathematical details below. 

.2. Planar transformation 

The planar transformation is derived directly from the planar

uadrilateral linkage. By limiting the four side-plates in the verti-

al direction, and all hinges to be only horizontally rotatable, the

nit can only be transformed in the 2D space. We thus define

 square frame c i (i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3) and arbitrarily place four hinges

 i (i = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4) on the four sides ( Fig. 3 ) and construct a linkage

ystem by connecting the four hinges sequentially. Since each tri-

ngle, composed by every bar and the neighbouring “L” shape par-

ial frame divided by two hinges, i.e. � h 0 c 1 h 1 , � h 1 c 2 h 2 , � h 2 c 3 h 3 ,

 h 3 c 0 h 0 , has zero DoF, the transformation of the frame through

he rotations of the hinges are fully defined by the transformation

f linkage l 0 , l 1 , l 2 , l 3 . 

Chebychev–Grübler–Kutzbach mobility formula is used to de-

ide the DoF of a kinematic chain. The linkage form (a special case
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Fig. 3. Planar transformation deduced from the geometric relationship of intersect- 

ing circles. 

Fig. 4. Hinge locations that result tangent and disjoint states. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. A. Crossable linkage. Collision does not happen and the frame can continue 

to transform after the four-bar linkage coincide on a line. Hinges on the linkage 

will pass through the bars. P = (0 . 8 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 2) ; B. Uncrossable linkage. Collision 

occurs and the frame cannot continue to transform when the four-bar linkage co- 

incide on a line. P = (0 . 8 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 8) . 

Fig. 6. (A). 3D hinged frame unit and labeling convention; (B). Hinge in-plane rota- 

tion; (C). Wall plane rotation. 
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of rigid body) of this formula is: 

M = 3(N − 1 − j) + 

j ∑ 

i =1 

f i (1)

where N is the number of rigid bodies (bars here), j is the number

of joints, and f i is the DoF of each joint (1 for planar hinge). For

the above simple four-bar linkage, it is straight-forward to find its

DoF as M = 1 . 

We fix bar l 3 and provide a counter-clockwise rotation α to bar

l 0 , as shown in Fig. 3 . The new position h ′ 
1 

of hinge h 1 is decided

uniquely by the rotation and the new position h ′ 2 of hinge h 2 is de-

cided uniquely by the intersection of two circles C 1 and C 3 , which

are centered at h ′ 
1 

and h ′ 
3 

with radii l 1 and l 2 , respectively. For dif-

ferent rotations, the relationship between the two circles may vary

from intersected to tangent or disjoint states ( Fig. 4 ). Notice that

when there are two intersection points, the one that creates a bar-

intersection should be discarded. 

We parameterize the locations of the hinges with a parameter

t ∈ [0, 1] on the vector H = [ c i , c i +1 (mod 4) ] , i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 of the

frame edges and use the above configuration to examine the exact

transformation of the rigid frame. For a single four-edge frame, a

position combination is defined as 

P = (t 0 , t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ) , t i ∈ [0 , 1] (2)

Through a brief exploration, we found the magnitude of an ex-

ecutable transformation to be correlated with this combination.

Fig. 5 shows how P affects the collision through two typical types:

• Crossable linkage Repetitive hinge position parameters for four

edges, namely P = (k, (1 − k ) , k, (1 − k )) , k ∈ (0 , 1) . The

hinges form a parallelogram linkage in the center of the frame

structure. When transforming, the maximum transformable

state happens after the linkage merged into a line and cross the

corresponding bars, as shown in Fig. 5 .A [6] . This configuration

resembles the re-entrant cell design [26] . The magnitude of the

crossable linkage transformation can be calculated by the final

area of the transformed state: 

R a = (2 + 

√ 

2 ) k 2 − (2 + 

√ 

2 ) k + 1 , 

k ∈ [0 , 0 . 5) ∪ (0 . 5 , 1] (3)
 t  
where k is the position of the hinge. As one can see, the closer

the k is to 0 or 1, the less the unit cell will shrink when subject

to a deformation; 
• Uncrossable linkage . Same hinge position parameter for all four

edges, namely P = (k , k , k , k ) , k ∈ (0 , 1) . The hinges form a

square linkage in the center of the frame structure. When trans-

forming, the maximum transformable state is reached when the

linkage merged into a line, as shown in Fig. 5 .B. As it trans-

formed, the two smaller cells form a shearing angle, which can

be calculated as follows: 

tan θ = 

1 − k 

k 
, k ∈ (0 , 0 . 5) ∪ (0 . 5 , 1] (4)

where k is the position of the hinge; As one can see, the closer

the k is to 0 or 1, the more the unit cell will shear when subject

to a deformation. 

The key constraints here for the transformation are the divided

eometries of the original rigid frame. 

Though numerous configurations for shifting the four hinges’

osition exists, the above two types of symmetrical operation

reate unique transformations that resemble uniform scaling and

hearing and give rise to further more design ideas in the follow-

ng sections: 

.3. Spatial transformation 

Now, if we consider out-of-plane rotation of the hinges, the pla-

ar quadrilateral linkage will be transformed into a spatial system.

ig. 6 .A defines a basic unit of the 3D rigid frame through a simple

erpendicular extrusion of the original 2D rigid frame described in

ection 3.2 . The original frame c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , c 3 now becomes the neu-

ral plane and corresponding vertices c * 
i 

and c ** 
i 

define the new ver-

ical edges E = (c * 
i 
, c ** 

i 
) . 

Except for the hinge axis itself, the hinge can be rotated in two

rthogonal directions: one in the plane defined by the wall vec-

or of the frame and the vertical direction, the other in the plane

efined by the normal of the previous plane and the vertical direc-

ion. Two types of rotation are thus defined: one rotates only one

art of the original wall out of the plane p i and perpendicular to

he original wall W (c * 
i 
, c * 

i +1 
, c ** 

i +1 
, c ** 

i 
) ( Fig. 6 .B), the other pushes
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Fig. 7. (A). Initial transformation setup of hinge in-plane rotation with correspond- 

ing labelling conventions; (B). Unmatched state during the transformation; (C). spe- 

cial matched state with angle combination A in −plane = ( π
2 

, α, π
2 

, α) . 
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Fig. 8. (A). Initial transformation setup of out-of-plane rotation with correspond- 

ing labelling conventions; (B). Maximum transformation states under A wal l −rot = 

(βm , −βn , βm , −βn ) ; (C). Maximum transformation state under A wal l −rot = 

(βm , βn , βm , βn ) . 
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oth of the parts out of this neutral plane ( Fig. 6 .C). We will dis-

uss these two types of 3D transformations below respectively. 

.3.1. Hinge in-plane rotation 

For this case, we constrain the four-edge wall of the unit

o be vertical and perpendicular to the frame plane. We con-

ucted a similar process as the planar circumstance described in

ection 3.2 for an extruded 3D frame with additional rotation an-

le combination ( Fig. 7 .A): 

 in −plane = (α0 , α1 , α2 , α3 ) (5)

here αi describes the corresponding rotation angle of the hinge

rom a horizontal stage starting from the edge vector direction. A

ombination of ( π2 , 
π
2 , 

π
2 , 

π
2 ) will result in the same structure

nd transformation as the planar cases. 

One difference from Fig. 7 .A is that the two circles constructed

rom the hinges with radii of corresponding linkage bar lengths

ill be out of the frame plane as long as the corresponding rota-

ion angle αi � = 

π
2 , and the centers will move from h ∗∗

i 
to the pro-

ection of the target hinge points to the rotation axis A i , namely

 

∗∗
i ⊥ A j . Radii also change from the length between two hinge points

o the projected length (labeled orange). 

Unlike the planar case, the two circles do not always intersect

patially. Though there might be a few angle combinations that

uarantee an intersection of the two circles, it is almost impos-

ible to find continuous paths that allow a smooth transformation

f the frame structure ( Fig. 7 .B). 

A special case in this category of spatial transformation is the

ngle combination A in −plane = ( π2 , α, π
2 , α) under position com-

ination P = (0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5) where α is an arbitrary angle in

0, π ) and also constrained by the size of the edge wall (the hinge

hould be connected to the upper/lower edge of the frame). This

ombination creates a “twist” effect of the original frame by trans-

orming the frame symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 7 .C. It is simple

o deduce that each of the two small cells is a planar square-like

ell and that all of its inner angles are π
2 . Considering the symme-

ry property of the two small cells, the “twisting” angle γ of the

wo planes defined by the two small square cells is given by 

ot 
γ

2 

= cot α · sin 45 

◦ (6) 

nfortunately, even with this special case, only the initial state and

he state in Fig. 7 .C can be geometrically solved. Thus, geomet-

ic transformation cannot be established. However, this two-stage-

tability constraint can be overcome to some extent with the elas-

icity properties of the material and the tolerance of the hinge in

eality. We 3D printed several samples of size 3 by 3 cm with ro-

ary hinges. To our surprise, the samples exhibit little resistance

o the transformation, though the geometry will transform to the

table state automatically when passing the middle stage, given the

inges are sufficiently smooth. For details of the physical hinge tol-

rance test, please see Section 5.1 . 
.3.2. Hingeout-plane rotation 

In the out-plane rotation, we constrain the four hinges with an-

le combination (αi = 

π
2 ) but give additional rotation β i to each

f the four edge walls around the neutral axis ( Fig. 8 .A). We only

onsider P = (0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 , 0 . 5) and every pair of two facing edge

alls with the same β i here for a possible smooth transformation

ath, as the symmetry provides equal radii of the two circles C 1 
nd C 3 as well as transformation paths along each other mutually. 

The out-of-plane rotation combination is defined similarly as

q. (5) : 

 out−plane = (β0 , β1 , β2 , β3 ) (7)

here βi ∈ (−π
2 , 

π
2 ) is the rotation of the i th corresponding edge

all. A rotation established in the same way as in Section 3.2 will

ransform the frame structure smoothly, as shown in Fig. 8 .B and

ig. 8 .C. This combination creates a “bend” effect of the original

rame by transforming the frame symmetrically. 

The difference between the two transformations is given by the

wo different sets of out-plane rotation combinations: 

A out−plane, B = (βm 

, −βn , βm 

, −βn ) 
A out−plane, C = (βm 

, βn , βm 

, βn ) 
(8) 

n other words, the two pairs of walls in Fig. 8 .B and Fig. 8 .C

re rotated inwards and outwards respectively and simultaneously.

m 

= βn is not a necessary condition here. Interestingly in Fig. 8 .C,

he two circles and corresponding hinges coincide into one single

ine when the frame is transformed to the maximum state. 

.4. Unit tessellation 

An intriguing question is whether we can compose a grid-like

echanism by combining multiple units of the aforementioned

ypes and still maintain the transformable properties. This could

e answered by calculating the DoF again. Given a 3 × 5 grid-like

rame system composed with hinge position combinations: 

 i, j = 

{
(0 . 2 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 8) , if | i − j | = 0 (mod 2) 
(0 . 8 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 2) , if | i − j | = 1 (mod 2) 

(9) 

hrough Eq. (1) , we again find the DoF of the system is M = 1 .

t is relatively simple to prove that for a grid-like frame system

omposed with the system described here, we can always find a

oF of M = 1 by implementing DoF cancellation of certain joints. 

The presented grid transformation of this definition is shown

n Fig. 9 while Fig. 10 also shows the other typical designs with

osition combinations: 

 i, j = 

{
(0 . 3 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 3 , 0 . 3) , if | i − j | = 0 (mod 2) 
(0 . 7 , 0 . 7 , 0 . 7 , 0 . 7) , if | i − j | = 1 (mod 2) 

(10) 

he maximum transformation state where the collision of the

rame structure occurs is shown in Fig. 9 .D and Fig. 10 .C, whereas

ig. 10 .D shows an impossible state transformations. Notice that a

eal physical model may not be able to reach such a maximum
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Fig. 9. Transformation of a 3 × 5 grid-like tessellation with crossable linkage. (A). 

Initial setup of the frame; B. 45 ° rotation; C. 90 ° rotation; D. 135 ° rotation. The 

initial fixed triangle at the left-bottom corner is labeled in pink. 

Fig. 10. Transformation of a 3 × 5 grid-like tessellation with uncrossable linkage. 

(A). Initial setup of the frame; (B). 45 ° rotation; (C). 90 ° rotation; (D). some > 90 °
rotation in which frame parts start to intersect and produce physical collision in 

reality. The initial fixed triangle at the left-bottom corner is labeled in pink. 

Fig. 11. The simulation environment of KinetiX. A,C,E,G show the simulation of 

a sheet transformation; B,D,F,H show that the fabricated material transformation 

matches our simulation. 
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stage since the thickness of the edges could potentially prevent

transformations before this extreme arrangement. Special treat-

ment in the design of the hinge and thickness are needed to

overcome this difficulty. More grid-like examples are shown in

Section 5 . 

A tessellation of both hinge in-plane and out-plane rotation unit

are possible, when combined with the basic or planar transforma-

tion unit. Examples are provided in Section 5 . 

4. Simulation tool 

As mentioned in the previous section, the twisting transforma-

tion module (hinge in-plane rotation) is possible in the physical

model but not in the geometric analysis. This is due to the physi-
al tolerance of the hinge design and the given material property.

n our paper, all the hinges are either designed as a single elastic

lock, or a rigid rotating hinge. In either case, the material can be

lightly stretched out of the rotation plane without breaking, or it

an move slightly within the space inside the hinge. Therefore, in-

tead of doing a geometric simulation, we implemented a physics-

ased simulation environment. For this paper, we implemented the

inge as a rotary hinge with elastic behavior. 

We chose not to use a mechanically accurate but non-real-time

nite element simulation library like VegaFEM or Abaqus, as we

ould like to have interactive control in the simulation. Further-

ore, such finite element approaches quickly become very com-

lex and computationally expensive without as much flexibility

egarding contact surface determination and interaction computa-

ion. Our simulation environment is flexible and provides the op-

ion to interact with the structure by introducing additional forces.

ach rigid part can be dragged or fixed individually to simulate

ultiple shape-change reactions. Finally, to be able to further eval-

ate the simulation results, the current configuration of the KinetiX

tructure can be exported. The software automatically prepares a

omplete structure file and individual files for each component

ype, hard and soft. 

Our simulator utilizes the Bullet physics engine [27] to achieve

 realistic, reliable and fast computation. The nearly rigid parts of

 KinetiX structure are introduced into the simulation as perfectly

igid bodies whereas the elastic parts are transformed into active

ix degree of freedom constraints. Bullet physics includes the class

tGeneric6DofSpring2Constraint which already provides the neces-

ary methods to simulate the elastic behavior through the intro-

uction of additional forces. However, as Bullet physics constraints

re point-based, we represent each three dimensional elastic hinge

y two constraint points which coincide with the main rotational

xis of the elastic part. We calculate this axis based upon the initial

hape of the hinge and the arrangement of the rigid parts around

t. It is not only used to position the constraint points but also to

alculate the reaction forces, which result from and contribute to

he motion of the connected rigid parts. To achieve more realistic

ehavior and enforce our main rotational axis, we calculate these

orces for each hinge individually with respect to its current pos-

ure in the 3D space. 

Another benefit of Bullet physics is its contact algorithm imple-

entation which is crucial for a realistic simulation of a collapsing

tructure like KinetiX. The deformation of KinetiX, especially at its

eformation limits, highly depends on the collision of its modular

arts. Accordingly, realistic and reliable contact surface determina-

ion and interaction computation is an important factor. Further-

ore, a physics engine like Bullet usually allows for error terms

nside the motion calculation to allow for real-time computation.

ur simulator utilizes this feature to process the play inside the

inges while maintaining structural consistency. The small amount

f play, which is permitted through the engine and its solver, is

ontrolled by the hinge constraint through its error reduction pa-

ameter. The constraints in the presented implementation enforce

n error reduction of 95% in each step of the simulation. 

Other important packages are the Volumetric-Hierarchical Ap-

roximate Convex Decomposition (V-HACD) version 2.0 library

28] and the openFrameworks toolkit. The V-HACD library enables

he representation of any designed shape that is part of a KinetiX

tructure through a set of approximating convex shapes. This step

s crucial for acceptable computation times as the contact or inter-

ection calculation of concave bodies would be more complex and

ime-consuming. Furthermore, it allows for a fast input pipeline,

s the parts of the three dimensional structural design are auto-

atically prepared and converted into appropriate representations

or Bullet physics. The openFrameworks toolkit facilitates the visu-

lization of the process and, due to its modularity and respective
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Fig. 12. Five fabricated unit of planar and spatial transformation. (A). the basic unit; 

(B). planar transformation of uniform scaling; (C). planar transformation of shear- 

ing; (D). spatial transformation of bending; (E). spatial transformation of twisting. 

Fig. 13. A 15 by 15 identical unit KinetiX panel can be fabricated by simple prop- 

agation. The piece exhibits the known auxetic effect. (A). Printed piece; (B). After 

compression; (C). The hinge configuration. 

Fig. 14. An 8 by 8 gradient unit KinetiX panel. The hinges gradually shift their po- 

sition from left to right. (A). Printed piece; (B). After compression; (C). The hinge 

configuration. 
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dd-ons, the creation of an intuitive and comprehensive graphical

ser interface. Furthermore, it already provides model loader func-

ionality to read in the designs. 

In summary, the final model is based on the fundamental

athematical formulations of multi-body dynamics for closed-loop

inematic chains. Open chains would enable the usage of general-

zed coordinates but for KinetiX the description is in absolute co-

rdinates. This means describing all rigid bodies with six degrees

f freedom each is necessary. Accordingly, each rigid component i

s represented mathematically by its position vector: 

 

0 
i = { x 0 i , y 

0 
i , z 

0 
i , α

0 
i , β

0 
i , γ

0 
i } (11)

n the global space and each soft part j is entered into the system

s a set of time-independent constraint equations which limits and

ffects the motion. 

 

0 
j = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

g 0 1 

(
r 0 

i 
, · · · , r 0 n 

)
. . . 

g 0 m 

(
r 0 

i 
, · · · , r 0 n 

)

⎫ ⎪ ⎬ 

⎪ ⎭ 

= 0 (12) 

he basic physical equations of Newton and Euler for translational

nd rotational motion determine the system we need to solve

hile complying with the constraint equations g 0 
j 
= 0 ∀ j: 

 i = m i ∗ ˙ v i (13) 

˙ 
 i = 

d ( �i ∗ ω i ) 

dt 
(14) 

. Fabrication result 

The previous section provided a geometrical understanding of

ow the hinge parameters change the single unit’s deformation. It

rovided grounding for the hinge foldability and the single DoF of

he KinetiX system. To further explore the potential of these pa-

ameters in designing deformable structures, we demonstrate a set

f tessellated modules with those units while keeping the single

oF with 3D printing. This exploration allows us to design larger

cale and compelling transformations arising from single modules.

s mentioned in the previous section, some of the configurations

re theoretically impossible while physically possible to transform,

ue to the material and design tolerance. Based on our tolerance

est, we found this to not be an barrier for us in fabricating the de-

ormable structures. Therefore, we can focus on showing that our

arametric methods are able to achieve a multitude of transforma-

ions. 

All models are printed with the Stratasys Connex500. The bar is

rinted with rigid polymer (Vero Series) and the hinge is replaced

y elastic polymer (Tango Series) or a rotary rigid hinge (Vero

eries). 

.1. Single unit 

Five single units ( Fig. 12 ) of planar and spatial transformation

re printed with rigid rotary hinges. The printed physical trans-

ormation matches with our geometrical prediction and simula-

ion. As Fig. 12 .E shows, the physical model of in-plane rotation

inge units can be deformed physically while impossible theoreti-

ally. This is due to the gap between the axis rod and the tube of

he printed hinge. To further test the deformability in relation to

he hinge tolerance, we printed five twisting samples with variable

inge tolerance. Each test unit is printed with VeroBlack Series ma-

erial. The size of the unit is 3 by 3 cm. The wall thickness is 2 mm.

he hinge tolerances are 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2 and 0.25 mm, respec-

ively. We found that even at the tightest situation (0.05 mm, lim-

ted by the printer resolution), the hinge in-plane rotation can still
enerate a twist transformation unit. The smaller the tolerance is,

he higher the resistance of rotation becomes. As our paper focuses

n the study of transformation, we believe the mechanical prop-

rty of hinges would be interesting to be further investigated in

he future. 

.2. Single unit tessellation 

A single transformation unit can be combined with identical

nes to form larger scaling or shearing transformations, while

aintaining a limited DoF as M = 1 . This is possible with the two

ypes of planar transformation units, uniform scaling, and shear-

ng. When one hinge is deformed, the whole system will transform

ccordingly. Fig. 13 demonstrates a large printed KinetiX panel

ith a single unit tessellation. As we mentioned in Section 3.2 ,

hifting the position of the hinge on the wall plane will not af-

ect the foldability and the DoF of the system. We can therefore

arametrically tune the position of the hinge to create a grad-

al change of the transformation. Fig. 14 shows a structure that

hears upwards on the left and right side. In this case, the position

f the four hinges linearly changes from P = (0 . 8 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 8 , 0 . 8) to

 = (0 . 2 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 2 , 0 . 2) . 

In order to construct a line or surface structure with the spa-

ial transformation units, we need to combine them with a pla-

ar/spatial transformation unit. The reason is that, in a structure

ith two units, a deformation in one causes a deformation in

he other in an opposite way. This makes the transformation of a

ingle unit a cancelling action, as we described in Section 8 . To
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Fig. 15. A 1D tessellation of spatial transformation of bending and twisting. This 

tessellation creates a curling strip. 

Fig. 16. A 1D tessellation of spatial transformation of bending and basic units. This 

tessellation creates a bending strip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 17. A 1D tessellation of spatial transformation of twisting and basic units. This 

tessellation creates a twisting strip. 

Fig. 18. A 2D tessellation of spatial transformation of bending and basic units. This 

tessellation creates a bending sheet. 

Fig. 19. A 2D tessellation of spatial transformation of bending and planar transfor- 

mation of shearing. This tessellation creates a curling sheet. 
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resolve this, we can integrate one basic unit between the two in

order to convert the transformation. We will further discuss this

phenomenon in the following section. 

5.3. Multiple Units tessellation 

Now that we have facilitated both planar and spatial transfor-

mations, we experimented combining two different KinetiX units

to create large line and surface tessellations. To guide the experi-

ment, we created a table of possible two units tessellation, where

a unit of variable hinge in-plane position, hinge in-plane rotation,

or hinge out-of-plane rotation can be combined with other units.

( Fig. 20 ) 

This table would enable designers to preliminarily assign two

different units into one grid system to get different transforma-

tions at desired locations. Based on the two-unit tessellation, one

can also choose to have multiple units in order to achieve desired

transformation. 

To demonstrate the tessellation, we designed and printed four

samples that can transform upon compression. They are: 

• Hinge out-of-plane rotation + Hinge in-plane rotation to create

a curling line; ( Fig. 15 ) 
• Hinge out-of-plane rotation + Hinge in-plane position to create

a bending line; ( Fig. 16 ) 
• Hinge in-plane rotation + Hinge in-plane position to create a

twisting line; ( Fig. 17 ) 
• Hinge out-of-plane rotation + Hinge in-plane position to create

a bending surface; ( Fig. 18 ) 
• Hinge out-of-plane rotation + Hinge in-plane position to create
a curling surface. ( Fig. 19 ) c  
. Applications 

.1. Encoded display 

With the simulation environment we built, we created an appli-

ation of an encoded display. The display is constructed with a ba-

ic unit and the user can partially replace individual units with the

niform scaling unit, to create geometrical shapes or letters. Fig. 21

hows an encoded letter T and Fig. 22 shows an encoded circle

hape. Both hinge configurations appear to be identical in the grid

efore compression. After being compressed, the structures deform

ifferently and reveal the content. 

The rigid bars were printed with VeroBlack and the hinges were

rinted as elastic blocks with TangoBlack, so that the whole grid

tructure appears identical at each position before compression.

he mechanism is still valid if the rotary hinges were used. 

.2. Easy packaging 

The rise of the e-commerce in the past decade dramatically in-

reased the need for individual packaging of everything we use

n daily life. As KinetiX has a limited single DoF, we imagine this

ould be applied to a new type of packaging design, one that is

elf-folding with single direction of force. Fig. 23 shows a cube

an be folded when the bottom side is compressed. The cube is
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Fig. 20. KinetiX transformable unit composite table. Spatial transformation includes 

bending and twisting. Planar transformation includes uniform scaling and shearing. 

Fig. 21. Application: encoded display. Letter T. (A). before compression; (B). after 

compression; (C). hinge position. 

Fig. 22. Application: encoded display. Circle shape. (A). before compression; (B). 

after compression; (C). hinge position. 
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Fig. 23. A cubic package prototype can be folded from flat when the bottom side is 

compressed. (A). A simulation of the package transforming. (B). A fabricated pack- 

age. 

Fig. 24. A prototype of foldable helmet based on the structures of KinetiX. (A). Sim- 

ulation of the helmet folding; (B). Fabricated helmet. 

Fig. 25. The helmet fit on a male styrofoam head. 
esigned empirically with the help of the simulation tool. We ad-

usted the degree of out-plane hinge rotation so that it produces

n approximate 90 degree folding. The hinges are then used on

he five “creases”, while the six sides of the cube are constructed

ith the basic unit. 

.3. Conformable helmet 

To demonstrate the transformation tunability of KinetiX, we

resent a prototype of a conformable helmet. The helmet is printed

at to save printing time, and is able to fold to wrap around one’s

ead with a single DoF. We designed this helmet with the follow-

ng process: (1). Use paper to wrap around the styrofoam man-

equin head and cut off the excessive overlapping parts. (2). This

ives us a rib-like structure when the paper is laid flat. (3). Empir-
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ically apply the KinetiX units, bending and basic ones, to the rib-

like structure. (4). Feed the 3D model into the simulation system

and see the folding result. (5). Re-iterate the units design based on

the simulation result. (6). After 4 iterations, we achieved a helmet

that approximately conforms to a life-sized styrofoam head. 

7. Limitations and future works 

The KinetiX presents a set of novel cell designs that extends the

current studies on auxetic materials. While introducing the hinge

parameters gives us the ability to design interesting transforma-

tions like bending or twisting, we would like also to point out the

limitations of work. 

• Arbitrary Parameters: As we mentioned in the Section 3.2 , arbi-

trarily assigning the positions to four hinges on the bars could

also achieve an M = 1 DoF for a unit. However, it also creates

non-uniform transformations, which might not be desirable in

a design process. In addition, the hinge in-plane and out-plane

rotation angles need to be symmetrically mirrored. Arbitrary

angles will create an M = 0 DoF for the unit, and therefore not

useful for the design. 
• Hinge Design: While fabricating smaller length scale of the

physical unit models is highly desirable, we are also limited by

the 3D printer’s material properties. During our study, we found

that a reliable hinge diameter should be no less than 1 mm

for the sake of durability. The hinge tolerance should be higher

than 0.03 mm to avoid material fusing in the hinge during the

print. 
• Beyond Square Unit: So far, we have demonstrated our process

on square transformable units. We can also expand this mecha-

nism to other shapes. Since the basic mechanism of KinetiX is a

four-bar linkage structure, as long as we keep the hinge config-

uration, the changes of the bar shape will not affect the unit’s

DoF. However, this work only focuses on the square unit design

as other shapes might introduce complex collisions that affect

the transformation. 

Towards the future, we believe the following aspects should be

improved: 

• Mechanism Model: Currently we use our simulation tool to iter-

ate design. An in-depth modelling of KinetiX structures should

be conducted to better understand tunability. This would help

us to better understand the energy dissipation across the sys-

tem and therefore suggest suitable strategies for applying defor-

mation forces. We would also like to further explore the trans-

formation space of 3D lattice configurations, beyond 2D panel,

of KinetiX. 
• Design and Optimization: While our simulation environment

allows us to iterate upon designs before physically fabricating

them, we would like to develop a design tool for designers to

easily create KinetiX structures, and create a goal-oriented de-

sign pipeline by including an optimization process. This would

dramatically shorten the design process and improve transfor-

mation accuracy. 
• Fabrication: The mechanism of KinetiX is universal. It is worthy

to experiment using other fabrication methods such as injection

molding and assembly to create material structures of sizes that

exceed the build platform size of a 3D printer and also improve

the material quality. 
• Actuation: We would like to experiment with actuation

method. It has been reported [29,30] that specific 3D printed

materials have shape-memory effects. With the KinetiX mecha-

nism, we can create self-actuated structures under temperature
change. 
. Conclusion 

In this paper we introduced a mechanism of creating de-

ormable materials that is inspired by a type of auxetic struc-

ure. The structure we developed is a cellular-based material de-

ign composed of rigid plates and elastic hinges. Different compo-

itions of these elements lead to a multitude of shape-changing

ossibilities and create materials that exhibit mechanical transfor-

ations such as uniform scaling, shearing, bending and rotating.

e presented a numerical analysis of the structure and a simula-

ion environment to preview the transformation. We also provided

xamples of how such structures can be applied in product design

nd next generation packaging. As the resolution and quality of 3D

rinting improves, the proposed structures may be miniaturized.

e believe the proposed cell designs enable the design of a new

lass of deformable material across length and scales. 
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